
Practice Strategies

I am having trouble with… Tone Rhythm Notes/fingerings Intervals (skips) Intonation Articulations Dynamics

1. Play long tones (Lip slurs also for brass)  

2. Refer to fingering chart 

3. Recognize patterns     

4. Sing pitches   

5. Buzz on Mouthpiece (brass)   

6. "Tizzle"   

7. Say, finger, play   

8. Isolate one measure   

9. Slow -----------> Fast  

10. Say the rhythm (count out loud) 

11. Play down an Octave (if in upper register)   

12. Play without rhythm (one note at a time)

13. Play the rhythm on one note 

14. Play without articulations  

15. Play all ariculations, but on one note 

16. Play without dynamics 

17. Play all dynamics using only one note 

Tips For Successful Practice:

Don't practice mistakes.   Be sure you are practicing the right notes and rhythms.  Slow down the tempo when you are frist starting a piece to ensure that you are 

correct.

It is best to practice for less time, more often than in large chunks (for example, it is better to practice 20 minutes four days of the week instead of practicing one day 

for 90 minutes).

Try to establish a routine .  Designate the same times from week to week instead of practicing whenever and wherever.

Warm-up!  Before jumping right in be sure you play a warm up, either something we use in class or something on your own.  Remember, Low, slow and focus on 

playing with GREAT TONE.

Try to find a spot that is comfortable for you to practice and use that spot as often as possible.

Keep others in mind, sometimes your family members appreciate quiet time.  Shut the door, or find another time that works better for everyone to practice.

Use these strategies at home when you are practicing so you make the best use of your time.


